
cal or to closed-chss lexical similadies. '2%e implhtion is that sentence frames 
are not identifible with medical ot concepml infomzation, but are co.mpara- 
tivel’ independent syntactic representations. 

of a building, the exterior of a sentence is constructed 
a clnirtrwal frame Tb frame ~nc~~h~t~c 53 tztebiam +hd u “I1Y”*cLIuI AsLULl”. a-” m-w lwllCYCV” u u~ws”tvss t~s.s~ 

s 2nd products of construction, as well as a s 
anchors the superstructure to its foundation. These notions form 
the framing assumption 5s found in virtually alI accounts 8 
production. Outside this there are divergent ideas about 
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accommodation occurred in six of 

if an element that erroneously appears in subject 

into question by Berg’s (1987) analysis of artide 
number of artides generally failed to accomm-o- 
them. In the majority of these errors, the nouns 
f placement in the utterances. These accommch 

that within-phase syntactic con~waint~ may be less rigidly observed thau those that 
rck assignments (e.g., subject/nominative, direct object/accusative) and require agree- 



boundafies. me rate 

The evidence comes 
m erfofs in sentence 

Formal linetic an 
cal stmctufe. Without explain StructuA am- 

& (men and wOrnen] 
were lefi behind in the village vemus This? [old men] and [wmn-en] were lefi 
behind in the village), or sentence segmentation (why a sentence sti& as 2%e 
girl that kissed the boy blzshed is not understood to assert that a boy blushed, 
despite the fact that it cmtains the sequence the boy bhdkd), or verb wee- 
ment (the fact that main verbs a&fee not with what precedes 

sitional sense, bgt with a particuk~~ co stnzc%ure Gate- 
the highest noun phrase in the same clause; cf- T%e boys who 

watched the clowns was amused versus Xhe boys who watched the cl~wpzs W= 
amused). 

Data fkom language performance indicate that such ~tmctures these 





Of another fsnn 

among words made expkit, 

dam-Qapphg, from LashIey 

on errors that occur in speech, 
enofs are as notable for their 

semantic ancm~y as for their s g&y: even prosaic ones verge on 
iucomprehensibility9 requiring reconstitution for the speaker% 
intention to emerge (consider Ml get fat a 10t h0tter if yo;u pact the bumer m 
and I can’t believe you don’t have a room in your fig& stmctufe” 
were dependent upon Cc g’“* it would to explain how 
intended messages can at the same at target stfuctufes 
remain rigidly intact. 

But conclusions based on spe several ways- Fj=f, 
errors are fare events. Gafnham and Cutler (1982) 
tabulated the mistakes in a 170, rpus of spokaueous conversa- 
tions. They found only 86 word- , =bti-iow 

anticipations, and exchanges, among others), roughly one error in every two 
thousand words. Such infrequency raises the possibility that whatever is true 
of errant production may not be true of ordinary production. Second, 



and 
approaches to production. 



ace The governor kft a 
dative) would tend to be 

to the child” (another 
govemior Mt the uni- 

wouM nkore often elicit 

be contrastedc The first runs along 
at build the constituent structures of 

tions of the niatetid in the developing utteraxe, structuti patterns should 
tend to repeat themselves whenever simikr categorizations are made, regard- 
less of whether the conceptual features of the categorized mate&I are simk. 
For example, Ecntences such as The her ikfexe&3 fo fiie 
&ur& and I%e we&Iiy wiA?w drov fo rhe ~fEur& are com- 
monly construed to have a subject, ect, and an oblique object in 
a prepositional phrase, in a structure like that shown in Figure 1 (B~I%, 1971; 
Jackendoff, 1977; Larson, 1988). Consequently, both should tend to prime 

tional-phrase forms in descriptions of events such as a girl handing a 
rush to a boy. Thus, relative to a contrhl condition, both should tend 

to ekit descriptions along the lines of “The gki is handing a paintbrush to 
the boy” with greater frequency than “The girl is handing the boy a 
paintbrush”. 

The second account emphasizes the conceptual s arity of the events that 
occur when someone gives a Mercedes to a church or hands a paintbrush to 
a boy. Both events contain a human agent, a theme (the object that undergoes 
the action), and a beneficiaxy. Different sentence forms appear to emphasize 
different elements of such events, with the prepositional dative tending to be 
used when the beneficiary is focal or dominant or new information and ihe 
double-object dative tending to be used when the theme is focal or dominant 



- __ 

CEDES TO THE CHURCH 



relative to controls. 

dures. 

The first experiment examined whether structural s ucces- 
sive sentences are driven by conceptual arities 
defined over event r&s: the paradigm employed in this and the two sub- 



ts of priming sentences 

loaned) with the theme as the 
as a prepositional object (the object of the 

ves contained motion verbs (e.g., 
ved) with the theme as the direct object and the 



ded to provide a control for the 

e to use the same 
, this would have 

object undergoing the action, and a hum recipient of the action. Typical 
actions involved giving, showing, handing, and reading, performed in the 
conteti of events such as a boy giving an apple to a teacher, a woman showing 
a dress to a man, a man handing a pitcher to a woman, and a girl reading a 
book to a boy. The pictures were drawn in black ink on a white background 
and photographed for presentation on slides. Half had the beneficiary of the 
action on the right, and half on the left. 

The sentences from +Ir rue priig sets were paired with the dative pictures 



second was to dg- 



Every subject received 30 experimental pictwcs, 10 ti each of te three 
priming conditions (prepositional dative, prepositional locative, and double- 
object control). Every experimental picture was presented to % subjects, 32 
in each of the same three conditions. 

%ouble-object and prepositional datives seem to constitute a natural cI!as, in that they e 
meanings with comparable predicates and sets of nominal arguments. Among other things, t 
off against one another in experiments like the present ones (cf. Bock, 19% I -%g-g~oEEey 
represent different realizations of the same communicative intention. We therefore treat them as r-mting 
similar interpretations of the pictured events, and the only sorts of interpretations about Wttose featizatioIls 
in speech we can justifiably generalize OQ the @asis of these experiments Though we think that the mti 
representations of these sentences may be very similar, we do not hold the view that they ori- h the 
same abstract syntactic representation. 
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less fluently than double-object utterances. 
Any statistical evaluation of this result is sus e6xuse of the 
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ects were 96 me Is of the 
recruited via a n r advertisement. E 
in the experiment. 



. 2: 



has not been interp 

active control condition. 

Design and &ta analyses 
Every subject received 18 experimental pictures, 6 

priming conditions (passive, locative, and active 
picture was presented to 96 subjects, 32 in each of the same three conditions. 

The analyses were analogous to those of the previous e rirnent. 



Passive Active 

75 
70 

252 88 



Priming condition Passive Active 

Nore. The numbers in parentheses represent the nwnher of items for oh data were tiing 
in the dysfluency analysis. 



tuent structures of sen- 
concepual structures that 

conclusion rests on the assm n that it is the con- 
cial sentence features 

s of the closed class 



Subjects 
The subjects were those in Experiment 2. 

s were wnstructed, with each wntain- 
tive, and a doubfe-object wntd. Four 
prepositional dative and infinitive forms 

followed by a noun phrase or other ve 
The 

kve 
numbers of syllables and the stress patterns of the dative and 

completions were equated. 
The double-object control forms had the same sentential subjects as the 

prepositional datives and infinitives, and their second objects wL:e the same 
as the direct objects of the prepositional datives and infinitives. The first 
objects were phrases that were matched in numbers of syllables and stress 

there is a different analysis of Susan brought a book to study in w&h to study senses as a sentence adma 
rather than an adjunct of :ke mun phrase. However, this analysis also yields a mucture q&e different from 
that of Susan brought a book to Ste&z. 



s 

-_ 



with dative pictures to 
. Half of the 18 pictures 

the priming trials for 
ers with respect to that experi- 

d in the same way 
and across lists as in Experiment 2, except that five fillers preceded 

the first trial and seven followed the last. 

The procedure followed that of the previous experiments. 

sco?irlg 
The scoring criteria were the ones described for the first experiment. Ap- 
cation of these criteria yielded 953 storable responses (55% of all the 

descriptions). Of the storable responses, 31.6% occurred in the prepositional 
dative priming condition, 33.1% in the infinitive priming condition, and 
35.4% in the double-object control condition. 



h L 



of the arrangement 
on the stmcturaI 

Utte-fom 

Double-object 

161 
2G7 
228 





Sei&IXMXS. 

These results supplement earlier ones (Bock, 1 
which showed that s~c~~~~ priming occurred de 
macy of the ~~~~~ in the priming sentences. 



therat representations 
representations may have 
tic processing operations. 



h overshot the mark If there is a sepa- 
Banguage produ~ion, it may not ex- 

Constit24en~ strucfwe and rhydzmic sprumre 
Another shadow on the i has been cast from 

a different direction, from 
tors. Its source is the identifi 
codified in some way, perh 
of speech . . . is very nearly the 
the listener’s internal represent 

Evidence linking rhythmic factors 
the credibility of various de 
in language processing. Of particukr no e fate of an expe 
Mehler and Carey (1967; see also Carey, r, $t Bever, 1970; 
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texts, and the disparity in spoken language is probably even greater). It 





work in I.inguistics should prompt hesita- 
Levin and Rappaport (19862 show 
been argued to require analysis in 

thematic roles in ot be explained in these terms. What 
them instead are of predicate-argument structure: how 

many arguments a v those arguments the verb can 
directly control. Pre s contain only a representation 
of roles corresponding rc not perfectly) to subjects, direct ob- 
jects, and so on, and are atic cuntent. The proposal is not to 
eliminate thematic relations con, but to supplement the thematic 
representation with a representation that is specifically relevant to syntactic 
processes. 

Similar caution in abandoning syntactic categories may be appropriate far 
accounts of language use. The results of the preFent experiments suggest that, 
if thematic relations do operate in production, their workings are insulated 
from the elaboration of constituents. This by no means shaws that thematic 
relations (or the sets of features they roughly label) are irrelevant to language 
performance, only that they may play their part before constituent represen- 
tations are formed. In further investigations employing the syntactic priming 

, Loebell, & Morey, 1989), we have obtained evidence that 
rentiated elements are selectively linked to syntactic roks 

like subject and object, but in an operation. that is distinguishable from the 
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